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Creative Expression to Internalize Anti-Oppressive 
Frameworks and Organize Actionable Steps

I might change the name to
“It Turns Out That Feelings Really Do Matter”



What have you accomplished this semester?
the research and development stage. 

I have been looking at what theoretical frameworks and evidence based 
interventions and creative approaches that will support this project best.

- CBT
- Art Therapy Groups/Workshops
- Accessible/Playful Workbooks about challenging topics



OutReach/Connection
● My workshops will be scheduled for this Fall. Ive reached to have conversations with 5 

mental health professionals who use CBT in their daily work. They have provided me with 
resources, workbooks and perspectives in its efficacy in creating change. I have also 
done more research on Motivational Interviewing a non clinical modality I have been 
trained in about supporting others in creating change.

● The most important Data I have around the need for further interventions is the number of 
faculty trainings and meetings I have participated in around DEI initiatives and integrating them 
into our classrooms and curriculum not resulting in change. This data comes from my position 
teaching the Cultural Competency/Cultural Humility course in the Art Therapy department 
being aware semester after semester that changes have not been made.



Why looking at CBT makes sense.

- I have been researching CBT workbooks as well as connecting with many 
colleagues that use CBT in their work. 

- Im drawn to CBT to inform this work. Nothing about my project is therapy in 
the clinical sense. I am not drawn to CBT as a therapeutic modality but do 
think the supportive framework would support in supporting faculty to 
Internalize Anti-Oppressive Frameworks and create Actionable Steps.



CBT can offer Supportive/Supported change. When it 
comes to integrating Anti-Oppressive frameworks into 
teaching it seems professors need more support.

- CBT is at the core of my research because it is an evidence based intervention used 
in therapy that supports repair, can be trauma informed and encourages behavior 
change in actionable steps. 

- CBT helps one to challenge and overcome automatic beliefs, and use practical 
strategies to change or modify behaviour



Thoughts! Feelings! Behaviors!



The importance of feelings! Tolerating discomfort is often left 
out of academic DEI trainings. 

Addressing Feelings is necessary to create

Effective change and support 

Anti- oppressive learning environments.



Inspiration -accessible books/activities that address important topics



What did you learn, what are your important takeaways?

Feelings Matter
(alot)

Capitalism,White Supremacy and the systems they hold up (this includes academia) try  to create 
change just dealing with thoughts(knowledge) and behaviors (performance) and are forgetting 
how vital addressing emotions is to creating change.  The key takeaway is centering feelings.



Do you feel like you accomplished the goals you’ve set 
for yourself? Please explain.
I feel I accomplished most of my intended goals this semester
. 

- I have a clear outline of how the workshops will be facilitated

- I have a clear understanding of how art therapy techniques will be utilized and 
why it is an ideal modality for the experience of safely approaching feelings 
and learning in community

- I have content for created for the workbook



Not wanting to “get it wrong” or “fuck up” does not create safe/r learning 
environments. Having the ego strength to hold onto/tolerate feelings long 
enough to be impacted by them can create more effective change. This 
project is designed to support ego strength and tolerate humility. 



What would happen if humility was valued in academia?



How will your project continue, evolve or change in the 
next semester?

- June residency to work on art work for the workbook

- Work with CTL about finding interested Pratt faculty who can commit to attending 3 workshops
-
- Create questionnaire for participants who complete the workshop. 

- Hold workshops in Sept/Oct/Nov (will participating be easier online or in person?)

- Presentation of  outcomes in January !



Thank you!
Expressing gratitude for the opportunity to think critically and vulnerably 
about this challenging work. 


